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Description
Ping is an Augmented Reality environment for musical creation and entertainment

based on the popular game BallDroppings. The environment has two types of objects that
the user can place: paddles and drop points. Drop points are objects that can drop balls,
and paddles are surfaces that will make balls bounce depending on how ball and paddle
collide. Balls produce sounds when they bounce off a paddle, and the user has control
over the rate with which balls are dropped and the paddle properties that determine the
sound.

Equipment
First, the application is intended for the iWear glasses, to provide an immersive

view of the scenario.
For the different actions, the user has two tools and the loop pointer. The two

tools are not intended to be used at the same time, so the user will normally hold one tool
in one hand and the pointer in the other at any given moment. The tool has a marker that
will be tracked by the camera, and it is used to create and select objects. The pointer
provides two buttons and a scroll wheel (that can also be pressed), as well as an
accelerometer for simple gesture detection.

The Drop tool is used for creating and deleting drop points and the Paddle tool is
for creating, selecting and manipulating paddles. We chose to use two objects so that
each physical tool maps specifically to a particular virtual object. The tools are used only
for tracking 3D location within the space while the loop pointer is used to trigger actions
as well as fine adjustments. This separates the physical (3D spatial) information from the
abstract information (triggers and incremental changes).

We found that clicking the loop pointer is much more robust than selecting using
optically tracked markers (which is inherently less stable) and the scrolling very clearly
maps to incremental increase and decrease. Also, the loop pointer provides haptic
feedback (in the click and scroll) that would not be available using only optical markers.
For additional system feedback, we added audio click and scroll cues to the game as well.



Game Play

Welcome/general help screen

When the application launches, a welcome screen automatically pops up to explain
the game as well as to remind the user how to use the different tools. This help menu can
also be accessed at any time through the system menu. The welcome/help window is
designed to be as simple as possible: it has only one screen, uses simplified graphics and
gives directions in quick phrases. All actions and tool types are in capitals to further
highlight important information.

Figure 1: Welcome and general help window

If the user needs to see this reminder at any point in the game, he can simply go to the
system menu.

Notifications and Directions:

A number of notifications and custom directions appear during game play to help guide
users during game play. For example Figure 2 shows notifications for ball drop rate.



Figure 2: Showing the ball drop speed

Directions catered specifically for certain modes of game play appear so that users do not
need to remember a complicated system of input and controls (Figure 3).

Figure 3: Showing help for rotating a paddle



SystemMenu

For saving, loading, changing game settings and learning how to play the game, users can
open the system menu.

Usage
If nothing is selected or highlighted, right clicking the loop triggers the System

Menu. There are five items in the System Menu: DONE, PATHS ON/OFF, SAVE, LOAD and
HELP.

Since we want users to be immersed in the 3D environment, we do not want to
show the loop pointer on the screen. The easiest and most natural alternative way to use
a menu is to trigger by clicking, browse items in the menu by scrolling and confirming the
selection by clicking again.

Figure 4: System menu

One specified item will be highlighted at a time (in the image DONE item is highlighted).
Users can scroll to move up and down among items (which changes the highlighted
button). Left clicking selects the specified item and right clicking exits System Menu.

 DONE: Exit System Menu.
 PATHS ON/OFF: Toggle displaying the paths of the balls (Figure 3).
 SAVE: Save the current state (all the status of paddles and drop points are saved).



 LOAD: Load the most recently saved state.
 HELP: Show help window.

Design Rationale
DONE: Users have two ways to close the menu: left click on the Done item or right click.
This gives users more freedom to choose their more familiar way to exit a menu.
PATHS ON/OFF: Users might want to see the paths of balls for easier placement of a new
paddle or just for fun.
SAVE and LOAD: After creating an exciting scene, users may want to save the scene and
continue working on it again at another time.
HELP: Users may want to see the help documentation.

Figure 5: Ball paths displayed



Maps

Maps are available to provide users with three standard views (top, side and front) of the
scene to guide 3 dimensional placement of the paddles as well as wayfinding.

Usage
The Maps are triggered by flicking the loop pointer to the right (some kind of a gesture).
They slide in from the right side of the screen. A sneak preview of the edges of the maps
are shown so that the user knows that the maps exist (or are docked) on the right side of
the screen. To turn them off, the user needs to flick the loop pointer to the right again,
thus docking the maps back into their original partially hidden positions.

As seen in Figure 4, the first map (top) shows a camera view that is looking along the �–Z
axis. The second map (middle) shows a camera view that is looking along the �–X axis. The
third map (bottom) shows a camera view that is looking along the Y axis. Apart from just
showing the position of the paddles, the views also show a live view of all the action in the
environment. For example �– Balls bouncing, user positioning the paddle, drop points,
ground.

Figure 6: Map view ON



Figure 7: Showing the paddle tool and selected paddle in the map view



Figure 8: Map View OFF (Docked view of maps)

Design Rationale
To help the user place the paddles accurately and efficiently in the environment, we allow
the user to view the environment along all three axes �– X, Y Z. During our initial
development, we realized that only a first person view was not sufficient in placing
paddles correctly in the environment. The expectation of placing a paddle was very
different from the actual position of the paddle. A user would think that they placed the
paddle in the path of a ball, but they wouldn�’t. The difference between the real world
state and the perceived world state was too much. By looking at the views of the
environment from all the three axes, either at the same time, or one by one, the user can
quickly figure whether the paddle is in the path of a ball or not. Visual cues such as color
of the selected paddle, drop points, the ground, and the paddles and balls themselves also
aid in positioning of the paddle.

The average time to create a game with the map views was much shorter than the time
needed to create a game without the map views.



Paddles Menu

Paddles are the basic item that the user can place in the scenario. For this, he can make
use of the Paddle Tool.

If the user wants to create a new paddle, he can place the paddle tool anywhere in the
scene and left click:

Figure 9: New paddle attached to paddle tool

This will create a new paddle attached to the paddle tool, so the user can move it around
and adjust its orientation and location roughly �–free transform mode. When in this mode,
the user can right click if he decides he does not want to keep that paddle, and this will
delete it from the paddle tool. He can use the scroll wheel to make the paddle bigger or
smaller. Finally, he can left click when he decides that he wants to lock the
position/orientation. At this point the Paddle menu automatically appears and the user
enters fine transform mode.

The user can also select an existing paddle by moving the tool close to it, which highlights
the paddle, and pressing the left button for free transform or pressing the right button for
fine transform.



The options in the paddle menu are:

 DONE: Closes the menu and unselects the paddle, preserving all changes.
 ROTATE: Goes into fine rotation mode.
 TRANSLATE: Goes into fine translation mode.
 SCALE: Goes into scaling mode.
 EDIT NOTE: Allows the user to change the associated note.
 DELETE: Deletes the selected paddle.

Users left click to select and unselect each item. Users can also right click as an
accelerator for the DONE item.

Rotation
When the user selects the fine rotation mode, a horizontal axis appears through

the center of the selected paddle:

Figure 10: Rotation

The orientation of this axis depends on the point of view of the user, so that the axis will
always look horizontal to the user. Using the scroll wheel in this mode will rotate the
object around the axis. Thus, the user can position himself in a place where the axis of



rotation is the desired one and use the scroll wheel to control the exact rotation
accurately.

Design Rationale
At first we tried using separate rotation around the X and Y axes, but we found out that
this forced the user to enter and exit the rotation submenus many times before obtaining
a desired rotation. By presenting the rotation around a horizontal axis that depends on
the user�’s point of view we provide a fine degree of control over the rotation, and allow
the user to get the right position without having to deal with the menu, in an intuitive
way. By showing the axis of rotation, the user can easily predict the resulting rotation
before proceeding to perform it.

Translation
After entering the fine translation mode, a rail will appear to show the direction

along which the paddle can be moved. This rail depends on the point of view of the user,
allowing for both horizontal and vertical translation and offering the user the best control
over the movement:

Figure 11: Translation



After looking from the right angle for the desired rail, the user can use the scroll wheel to
translate the paddle farther or closer along the rail.

Design Rationale
Translation in a 3D environment is not something easy, and if the direction of the
translation could be free, the user would most likely move the paddle less accurately,
changing a coordinate that he needed to stay the same. The method we provide allows
the user to perform horizontal and vertical translation with respect to the ground, which
are the most important types of translation in an environment like ours, where balls fall to
the ground. By using the user�’s point of view to determine the direction, we remove the
need to go through several menus to adjust each component separately.

The reason that translation becomes horizontal when the user is looking down at the
ground (with an angle higher than 45º) and vertical when the viewer sees otherwise
(parallel to the ground) is that this offers 2D spatial information along the plane of view
instead of 3D distance information into the plane of view. This way the user can get a
better idea of where the object is being placed. Otherwise if the user was to move a
paddle horizontally while looking horizontally too, he would only have perspective cues
into the plane of view to determine the right location.

The use of rails makes the direction of translation clear to the user before he actually
moves the paddle.

Scale

In scale mode, the user can move the scroll wheel to make the paddle bigger or
smaller.



Figure 12: Scaling

Edit Note
The note that the paddle emits when hit by a ball can be adjusted for more control

over composition�—users can now control rhythm since velocity is no longer a determinant
I tone. There are 26 possible notes, and the user can adjust which one he wants by using
the scroll wheel, scrolling up for higher notes and down for lower notes. As the note
changes, the sound is played and the color of the paddle is adjusted to reflect the change.
The colors change from red to yellow as the note moves from lowest to highest.



Figure 13: Adding note to paddle
Additionally, if the user does not specify any note, the paddle will have a gray color and
the sound emitted will depend on the speed with which the ball hits the paddle.



Drop Points

The user can also place additional drop points in the scenario to drop balls at different
locations, allowing users to create multiple threads of music. For this, he can use the Drop
Point Tool in a way similar to how he placed paddles.

With the drop point tool, the user can press the left button at any moment to create a
new drop point at the location of the tool. He can also move the tool close to one existing
drop point and press the right button to delete that drop point.

Figure 14: Adding drop points

To control the rate of ball drop, the user can move the scroll wheel up or down when
there is no item selected, which increments or decrements, respectively, the speed of all
drop points.



Pause:

As an additional fun feature, as well as to aid users in paddle placement by
creating a less chaotic scene, the movement of the balls can be paused at any point in the
game by clicking the scroll wheel.

Figure 15: Paused


